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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

3:30 p.m.2

JUDGE GIBSON:  Good afternoon.  This is3

Judge Gibson.  Is the court reporter Devin Shiple on4

the line with us?5

COURT REPORTER:  Yes, I am.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  Very well.  We are here7

this afternoon on the renewal of a license for the in8

situ leach mining operation of Crow Butte Resources,9

docket No. 40-8943.  10

The initial decision issued by this Board11

in this matter was recently affirmed by the Nuclear12

Regulatory Commission, and so we set this matter for13

a status conference.14

I am Judge Gibson.  With me on this Board15

are Judges Bollwerk and Arnold.  Also with us are our16

law clerks Molly Mattison and Ian Curry.17

I would now like to have announcements of18

counsel, first from Crow Butte.19

(No audible response.)20

JUDGE GIBSON:  You may need to un-mute21

yourself.22

(No audible response.)23

JUDGE GIBSON:  Is counsel for Crow Butte24

with us?25
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(Pause.)1

MR. SMITH:  Thank you, Your Honor.  There2

was -- I'd been muted by the host.  Sounds like I was3

just un-muted, so can you hear me now?4

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes, I can hear you now,5

Mr. Smith.  6

MR. SMITH:  Yes, this is -- 7

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.8

MR. SMITH:  Yes, this is Tyson -- yes,9

sir.  This is Tyson Smith for Crow Butte Resources.10

JUDGE GIBSON:  And for the NRC staff?11

MS. SIMON:  Good afternoon, Judge Gibson. 12

This is Marcia Simon for the NRC staff.13

JUDGE GIBSON:  Hello, Ms. Simon.14

For the Oglala Sioux Tribe?15

MR. REID:  Good afternoon, Judge Gibson. 16

This is Andrew Reid for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.17

JUDGE GIBSON:  Hello, Mr. Reid.18

For Consolidated Intervenors?19

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel here, Judge,20

for Consolidated Intervenors.  And I believe we have21

Mr. Ballanco as well.22

JUDGE GIBSON:  Good.23

MR. BALLANCO:  Good afternoon, Your Honor. 24

Tom Ballanco, also for Consolidated Intervenors.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Very well.  Hello,1

Mr. Ballanco.2

Is that -- does that conclude our counsel?3

(No audible response.)4

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Very well. 5

Before we begin I want to make clear that6

because artifacts and historic sites are central to7

this proceeding it is important that all of us be8

mindful that insofar as your answers to any questions9

that might posed to you would require you to divulge10

either the nature or location of any of those cultural11

resources, please flag that for us and we will simply12

set that aside.  And then at the end of this status13

conference if there are any such matters we will14

exclude the public and will go into confidential mode15

to address it.16

With that, unless there is anything17

further, I will afford Mr. Frankel five minutes to18

honor the members of his litigation team who have19

passed since we last met together.20

Mr. Frankel?21

MR. FRANKEL:  Thank you, Judge, and I very22

much appreciate the Board and the parties’ willingness23

to allow us this five minutes.  I believe that Tom24

Ballanco, Mr. Ballanco prepared short remarks and I'd25
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ask him to take the floor.1

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honors. 2

The Consolidated Intervenors are often referred to by3

our short acronym the Consolidated Intervenors, or CI,4

and we forget that these are made up of individuals. 5

And we're sad to report that the first really6

intervenor, Debra White Plume, has passed recently. 7

She'll be memorialized this weekend.8

Debra White Plume has testified in a9

number of these cases, including before this Board. 10

She has been an activist her entire life.  She was11

born on Pine Ridge Reservation, and I think her12

commitment to her people and the traditions that she13

stood for were cemented early in her life as if she14

would ever forget, which she wouldn't.  She carried a15

bullet scar from when she was shot during what was16

known as the reign of terror on Pine Ridge when Pine17

Ridge had the highest per capita murder rate in the18

country.  She was unfortunately involved in a shooting19

where she was holding her infant son in her arms and20

shielding him.  Her baby escaped unharmed.  She was21

shot, and that did not slow her down.  If anything it22

steeled her resolve.23

She committed herself to the people and24

felt compelled to become involved in matters relevant25
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to preservation and restoration of her culture.  And1

her compulsion was infectious, and she compelled both2

Mr. Frankel and myself to become involved in this3

case.  And years before that I believe it was Debra4

White Plume who compelled both Mr. Reid and Mr.5

Ellison to some of this work.  So to a certain extent6

she is the catalyst for why we're all here.  7

So we certainly will miss her, her person8

and her involvement in these cases.  Her spirit lives9

on through her commitment to these resources and the10

ability of Oglala people and tribal people everywhere11

to reconnect and reestablish their roots.  So I do12

very much appreciate the Board and co-counsels'13

indulgence for a little bit of time to acknowledge her14

and regret that she in person will not be continuing15

on with this litigation.16

And simultaneously we also have lost Dr.17

Lou Redmond, who again -- very instrumental to our18

efforts on cultural resources, a tribal member of the19

Mohawk Nation, but as we all know an archeologist who20

contributed a great amount of knowledge, detail from21

a tribal perspective to the archeological questions22

raised in this and other cases in the region.23

I think more than anything else what Dr.24

Redmond demonstrated, at least for us on the counsel25
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side, that we can have fundamental disagreements, but1

he was very big about mutual respect.  He respected2

the efforts.  He acknowledged that these are difficult3

issues.  Archaeologists in the best of times are4

working with hypotheses.  So he always respected the5

work of his adversaries even if he did disagree.  And6

we endeavor to maintain that, too.  And I think that7

set a good trend.  I know he visited with many of you8

personally and he was a very personable individual. 9

And again, we'll miss him and his efforts, but his10

work continues and we're honored to continue with this11

case.  Thank you.12

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Ballanco.13

Well, with that we will now proceed to the14

parties' presentations on the issues that we have15

requested you to address in the status conference16

order that we previously issued.  17

It probably goes without saying, but18

considering the dissent in the Commission's recent19

ruling I want to emphasize that this Board's job here20

is not in any way to supervise the performance of the21

NRC staff, but rather to monitor the progress it is22

making in addressing the cultural resources issues23

that we adjudicated previously and that are addressed24

in our initial decision.  With that caveat we will25
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hear from Crow Butte on items 1A and 1B.1

Mr. Smith, please proceed.  2

MR. SMITH:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This3

is Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.4

Crow Butte ceased active production in5

February of 2018 and since that time has been focusing6

its efforts at the site on restoration of the depleted7

mine units while waiting for an improvement in uranium8

market conditions that would allow the resumption of9

production activities.  10

All the three expansion areas; that's the11

Marsland site, the Three Crows site, and the North12

Trend site, have placed -- further development of13

those sites as been placed on hold -- was also placed14

on hold in 2018 due to then-current market conditions. 15

Nevertheless, Crow Butte has maintained all necessary16

licenses and permits to enable it to resume production17

at the appropriate time.18

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.  I can't help19

but notice your room there.  Are you going to be20

giving us a musical performance when we finish, Mr.21

Smith?22

(Laughter.)23

MR. SMITH:  No, Your Honor.  This is24

actually my -- I have a young daughter who is --25
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during the pandemic is at home a lot and she likes to1

play music, and so I said she could -- I'm in her area2

and I said as long as she puts on headphones, she'd be3

allowed to play down here.  So that is our trade-off4

to make things work in my household during these5

times.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Well, I know we're7

all disappointed, Mr. Smith, that we won't get to hear8

that, but we'll have to proceed.9

MR. SMITH:  I promise you you are not10

disappointed.  You are very lucky not to have to hear11

that.12

JUDGE GIBSON:  All right.  Judge Bollwerk,13

did you have any follow-up you wanted to raise with14

Mr. Smith?15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Not on that question.  I16

guess are we going to move to the next question?17

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.  Yes.18

Mr. Smith, is that the sum total of what19

you were going to tell us about 1A and 1B?20

MR. SMITH:  No, Your Honor.  I'm happy to21

address 1B separately.  My apologies.  I was just22

starting with 1A.23

JUDGE GIBSON:  That's fine.  That's fine. 24

Next question, sorry.25
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MR. SMITH:  This is Tyson Smith for Crow1

Butte.  Question B asks whether we intend to apply for2

license renewal of the Crow Butte facility prior to3

the expiration of our current license in November4

2024.  And then also it asks what would the -- would5

there be a change in the scope of activities under the6

proposed license renewal?  7

The answer to both those questions is8

first yes, Crow Butte does intend to apply for license9

renewal prior to November 2024.  We anticipate no10

change in the scope of activities authorized in the11

license; that is, there will be no additional12

development of further mine units at the primary13

mining site.14

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And I take it, this is16

Judge Bollwerk, that under the NRC's policy change in17

2017 that would this time be for a 20-year renewal18

rather than 10 years?19

MR. SMITH:  Yes, sir.  We anticipate that20

would be the case.  Yes, sir.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Thank you.22

JUDGE GIBSON:  Very well.  I guess that23

takes care of the first batch of questions we had for24

you, Mr. Smith.25
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Now I think we'll hear from counsel for1

the NRC staff on items 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.  2

Ms. Simon, you may proceed.3

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Your Honor.  So the4

first question has to do with the status of the5

staff's cultural resources identification support6

contract that was entered into in 2016 right after the7

Board's initial decision and then the staff's efforts8

that summer.  The contract that was awarded in the9

fall of 2016 was a three-year contract, thus it10

expired in September of 2019, and so therefore there11

is no contract currently in place for cultural12

resources identification support.13

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Well, can I14

ask questions then --15

MS. SIMON:  Sure.16

JUDGE GIBSON:  Absolutely, Judge Bollwerk.17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- at this point?18

So just by way of background; and I'm sure19

-- I know the intervenors are aware of this and20

obviously a lot of my understanding about what's going21

on here comes not only from the record of this case,22

but obviously from the Powertech case that I was23

involved in.24

And so the approach of the staff in25
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Powertech, as it was here, at least until the contract1

expired, was to basically use an umbrella contract for2

indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity, IDIQ, to get3

expertise rather than proceeding with some kind of a4

contracting process where you look for technical5

assistance, go out and do a regular contracting6

exercise that could take six months to a year.7

Did you think you're going to be8

proceeding the same way here?  Any difference in the9

contracting approach you're going to take given you're10

sort of starting from scratch?11

MS. SIMON:  Your Honor, if I could have a12

minute?  The staff are on the listen-only line and if13

I could just check with them?14

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Sure.15

(Pause.)16

MS. SIMON:  So the staff has informed me17

that they're looking at all options right now, which18

could involve the IDIQ contract or potentially a sole19

source contract.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So then the Powertech21

model that was used is not necessarily the one you'll22

follow in this case?  You haven't decided yet, is what23

you are telling me.24

MS. SIMON:  Yes, Your Honor.  I'm not --25
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having not been on the Powertech case I'm not1

exceedingly familiar with the model that was used2

there, but yes, the staff has not decided on the3

specific mode.  4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.5

MS. SIMON:  Are there any other questions6

about question 1?7

JUDGE GIBSON:  I have none.8

Do you, Judge Arnold?9

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No.10

JUDGE GIBSON:  Very well.  11

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  Thank you.  So question12

2 had to do with have there been any changes in the13

intervening four years regarding the determination14

that costs associated with these curative efforts15

would be billable to the licensee?  And the answer to16

that is no.  The costs associated with the curative17

actions are billable to the licensee.  And if Your18

Honors have any questions about that, I can answer19

them.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  None from me.21

JUDGE GIBSON:  Judge Arnold?22

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No questions.23

JUDGE GIBSON:  I have none either.  24

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  Question 3 has to do25
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with asking how the staff contemplates that its1

approach for gathering cultural resources information2

to supplement the Crow Butte environmental assessment3

would compare to the staff's February 2019 proposed4

draft methodology that was used in the Powertech, or5

was proposed in the Powertech proceeding.6

As I indicated in the staff's November 2nd7

status report, the staff is reviewing the Board's and8

Commission's decision and considering next steps in9

renewing these efforts to cure the deficiencies.  And10

as everyone is well aware, there was a four-year11

hiatus in there while the Commission was deciding the12

appeals.13

So as part of re-initiating this process14

and re-familiarizing itself with the record in this15

case the staff is also revisiting its planned approach16

from 2016.  And because the staff has not made any17

decisions yet with regard to those deliberations I'm18

unable to really provide specific responses to this19

question at this time.20

I can say generally that the staff's21

objective remains the same, which is to take22

appropriate actions to cure the specific deficiencies23

associated with the identification of traditional24

cultural properties at the Crow Butte facility site,25
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and the staff continues to recognize the value and1

importance of seeking input from the tribe in that2

regard.3

Also generally the staff's goal is to4

complete any field work that would be necessary for5

this effort by the fall of 2021.  And I will be6

getting later, unless the Board wants to address it7

now, to the potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic8

on the staff's ability to gather additional9

information which could affect that goal.10

Also some of the questions that the Board11

has asked here are going to require input from the12

licensee and tribe, and the staff intends to begin13

reaching out shortly to obtain that input.14

I can make a few points.  With regard to15

I guess 3A, whether the staff intends to retain a16

cultural resources contractor, the staff does plan to17

hire a contractor to assist with this effort and the18

staff is considering all options including a cultural19

resources management firm or a firm that works with or20

employs tribal members as permitted by federal21

acquisition law and the Atomic Energy Act.  22

And then with regard to B(v), the23

protocols for protecting sensitive information, the24

staff recognizes that that information about TCPs may25
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be considered proprietary or sensitive by the tribe1

and the staff would plan to work with the tribe to2

determine what information is appropriate to disclose3

to the public, and the staff would protect sensitive4

information consistent with applicable laws and5

regulations.6

There is a protective order in place in7

this proceeding that dates from 2009.  That could also8

be potentially used to protect such information.  And9

if appropriate and if necessary the staff could create10

a non-public version of its EA supplement to protect11

sensitive information.  So those are some of the12

general protocols that the staff is considering in13

that regard.14

And I think that's about all I have to say15

on; losing track of the numbers, 3A.  Does the Board16

have any questions?17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  If I could, so you18

mentioned the fall of 2021 is when you want to have19

any site survey sessions finished.  Did I understand20

correctly?  Or clarify that if I'm not getting it21

correctly.22

MS. SIMON:  Yes, any field work, the goal23

would be the end of -- so fall meaning say September24

or October before the --25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Right.1

MS. SIMON:  -- weather gets bad.2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  The weather.  Because I3

know again given the Powertech situation that4

generally the field session time frame was probably5

early spring through the fall with the month of July6

generally not available because of tribal ceremonies7

and other events.  So that's the staff's understand as8

well, it would probably be within that time frame?9

MS. SIMON:  Yes, Your Honor.  That's10

correct.11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And given that, that's an12

aggressive schedule potentially.  When do you think13

you'll be -- you'll have more of a schedule that you14

can share with the parties and/or the Board in terms15

of contracting process, the methodology, the sessions16

that you want to do, that sort of thing?17

MS. SIMON:  Your Honor, I would say that18

probably mid-January would be a good time to revisit19

this with the Board and the parties.  As I mentioned20

earlier, the staff does intend to start reaching out21

to the licensee and the tribe with regard to some22

aspects of the potential site survey methodologies23

such as the reimbursement-type things, for example.  24

And with regard to the specifics of a25
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methodology, the plan back in 2016 was that the --1

once the contractor was on board that the contractor2

was going to assist the staff to work with the tribes3

to work out the details of what kind of methodology4

would be used.  And I think that probably would be the5

same here.  6

The staff does realize it's an aggressive7

schedule, but the -- and that's their goal because8

otherwise, as you're well aware, Judge Bollwerk, if9

the -- well, if it goes beyond say October of 2021,10

then you have issues with potential snow cover and11

ability to do an adequate -- any kind of adequate12

survey, and then that might push things off until the13

following year.  And given that this proceeding has14

less than in over a decade -- the staff has a number15

of goals, one of which is to try to gather this16

information and report on it to cure these17

deficiencies within a short a time frame as possible18

to adequately support that.19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.20

MS. SIMON:  Yes.21

JUDGE GIBSON:  Judge Arnold, do you have22

anything?23

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No questions.24

JUDGE GIBSON:  Neither do I.  Proceed, Ms.25
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Simon.1

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Judge Gibson.  2

Question B, capital B, had to do with the3

protocols that staff contemplates in preparation and4

circulation for comment of a draft and final5

environmental assessment supplement.  The staff's plan6

would be to make the draft EA supplement available to7

the tribe for review and comment.  And the staff also8

anticipates offering a public review and comment9

period.  The opportunity for the tribe to review the10

draft document would occur prior to that public review11

and comment period.12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  The question then, if you13

see the survey ending in the fall of 2021, what are14

you looking at for in a draft EA, roughly?15

MS. SIMON:  If you wouldn't mind, Judge16

Bollwerk, let me get some input from the staff.17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.18

MS. SIMON:  Hold a minute.19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And you could ask them20

about the final EA, too, since you're going to have to21

go off and -- thanks.22

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  23

(Pause.)24

MS. SIMON:  This is a whole new world of25
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trying to communicate virtually in two different1

spheres at the same time, so thank you for bearing2

with me.3

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  You're doing great.4

MS. SIMON:  So the staff said that it5

obviously is kind of difficult to answer that with any6

kind of accuracy now.  It's possible there might be7

other follow-up activities after the field work, for8

example.  And the staff is suggesting perhaps we could9

give a better estimate of that in mid-January.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  There's one11

other question that I maybe should have asked you12

before and I apologize.  Are things like -- you didn't13

really address question -- the question about oral14

history interviews.  Is that still on the table as far15

as the staff is concerned?  And tribal elders and16

spiritual leaders?17

MS. SIMON:  Yes, Your Honor.  I think the18

staff is still considering everything that it19

initially outlined in 2016.  And as I said earlier,20

once a contractor is on board then the staff would21

take advantage of that person's expertise and try to22

tailor things in more detail for the -- specifically23

for the Crow Butte site.24

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.25
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MS. SIMON:  Okay.1

JUDGE GIBSON:  Judge Arnold, do you have2

anything --3

(Simultaneous speaking.)4

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No questions.5

JUDGE GIBSON:  Nor do I.  Proceed, Ms.6

Simon.7

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Your Honor. 8

Question C has to do with the COVID-19 pandemic and9

the possible impact on the staff's ability to gather10

additional information and prepare the supplement to11

the EA.  And as I alluded to earlier, the pandemic12

obviously could affect the goal of accomplishing13

necessary filed work next summer.  It's hard to14

predict what the situation will be six months from15

now, and certainly we hope that the news about the16

vaccines is going to pan out as promisingly as it17

seems to.  But given the situation as it stands now in18

particularly the area in question: Nebraska and the19

Dakotas, is quite hard hit, it seems like there might20

be some effect.  And so the staff is trying to factor21

that in as it considers and revisits the approach that22

it had initially outlined.23

So some examples of potential impacts that24

the staff has identified would include travel25
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restrictions or reluctance to travel, inability to1

conduct in-person, face-to-face meetings, potential2

limitations for restrictions on site surveys such as3

one that's on a number of people involved.  And the4

staff would actually like to, if the Board is willing,5

ask counsel for the Licensee and intervenors if they6

have any input or thoughts on this at this point.7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I think there will be an8

opportunity for that when we get done with the9

questions you have, but yes, we absolutely would like10

to hear that.11

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes, Ms. Simon, if you12

don't mind if we postpone that as Judge Bollwerk13

suggested, we've got a few other things, loose ends we14

want to tie up, and then I -- by all means I do think15

we all want to be thinking about this so we're all16

rowing in the same direction.17

MS. SIMON:  That sounds great.  Thank you,18

Your Honor.19

JUDGE GIBSON:  Sure.  Okay.20

MS. SIMON:  Are there any other questions21

with regard to what I said about that?22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I suspect it's too early23

for this given where you are in the process.  I24

believe there's still archeological work going on for25
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instance in the Mid-Atlantic area.  A cultural1

resource management firms are still operating2

Typically they can operate outside.  State and local3

governments are still doing archeological work.  So it4

is going on, but it's obviously very difficult5

depending on what you're doing.6

There are methods for remote sensing using7

drones, for instance, and using photogrammetry of some8

survey areas of the sites like this potentially and9

perhaps allow folks to really focus on what they're10

looking for.  And I suspect your contractor will11

probably be looking at it at the time, but that may be12

a way that hopefully you can find some way to do some13

efficiency perhaps that would mitigate the potential14

for having people exposed to each out in the field. 15

But that's something I'm sure your contractor will do.16

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  Thank you for that17

input, Your Honor, and I'm sure the staff will take18

note of that.19

I guess sort of in a related question20

perhaps, question D, asks whether the staff has21

considered the possibility of consulting with the22

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation about23

possible approaches for obtaining TCP information24

needed to prepared the EA supplement.25
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There is an ACHP liaison who works with1

the NRC and other agencies, and so the staff is2

considering reaching out to her informally to seek3

advice and input on possible approaches for4

identifying TCPs and also to ask about approaches that5

are being used perhaps by other agencies that she6

might be aware of to accomplish that kind of7

identification in the current environment of a8

pandemic.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I should say that I was10

the author of that question as well as some of the11

others.  And during the springtime particularly I took12

some classes that were provided for government13

employees generally by ACHP and they seemed to have a14

lot of knowledge in this area, and it struck me as15

something that potentially could be of use to the16

staff.  Again, it would be your decision whether you17

wanted to do that or not, but I'm glad to hear you're18

at least thinking about it because they may have some19

input that they could provide that would be helpful.20

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  Thank you.  I think21

that is the last question for me.  Is that correct,22

Your Honor?23

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.24

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I believe so.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes, I believe that1

concludes it.  2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Could I raise one other3

question? I'm sorry.  4

JUDGE GIBSON:  Oh, no, it's fine, Judge5

Bollwerk.  I'm sorry.6

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So this is sort of7

related to the last question, and since you're sort of8

back to ground zero here in one sense -- and I'm sure9

Judge Gibson would -- and Judge Arnold would support10

this as well; it's a standard practice for the Board11

-- if the parties are interested in a settlement judge12

at some point, this would be the time to certainly13

think about it.  Obviously that has to come with a14

suggestion from all the parties, but this would be the15

time to do that it strikes me if that's something16

you're interested about.  Again, it's up to the17

parties as to how they would want to proceed.18

Have I stepped on it, Judge Gibson, or --19

JUDGE GIBSON:  Judge Bollwerk, you did --20

you would never step on anything.  We all appreciate21

your sage comments there.22

But let me see.  Judge Arnold, is there23

anything you wanted to ask Ms. Simon?24

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No, there's nothing.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Very well.  1

Okay.  Well, thank you, Ms. Simon.  I2

think we're going to now turn back to Mr. Smith to3

address items 3A and 3B.4

MR. SMITH:  Yes, Judge Gibson.  This is5

Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.  Question A is what is6

Crow Butte's position regarding the efficacy of the7

staff's approach?  8

I guess broadly the staff obviously is9

still considering how they want to proceed, so we10

don't have any specific comments to make, but one11

comment we would suggest, and it keys off of some of12

the questions you asked earlier, is we would like to13

see that an survey that's designed and developed to14

address the EA supplement be designed in such a way15

that it can cover both the current license renewal as16

well as the upcoming license renewal.  It's our view17

that that will promote efficiency and avoid18

unnecessary rework.  And so that's something that we19

think would be a useful thing to consider as the staff20

is developing its approach here.21

The second question, B, asks what's our22

position regarding the potential costs.  Regarding the23

staff's approach costs for reimbursing tribes,24

conducting other surveys of the Crow Butte facility,25
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again as I had noted before we haven't had the1

opportunity to review the staff's approach that2

they're going to propose here, so we can't provide our3

detailed comments at the time.  4

But again I think at a high level we would5

strongly support efforts to streamline the survey work6

and complete it as efficiently as possible.  This is7

especially important given the current low uranium8

prices, as well as the fact I think -- and I think9

this is important, too, that there's not expected to10

be any new land disturbance associated with license11

renewal. 12

All of the mining units planned for the13

site have already been developed, so it seems to us14

that the survey scope, sort of the current site15

conditions in contrast to perhaps the Dewey-Burdock16

survey that was for a green (telephonic interference). 17

And of course here we also have existing surveys to18

build upon.  So I think our point is while the Dewey-19

Burdock approach is informative, we don't think that20

that's something that necessarily needs to be21

replicated here and I think that appropriately22

tailoring it to closing gaps may be more efficient23

than trying to start from scratch.  That is the extent24

of our comments on B.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Smith.  1

Judge Bollwerk, did you have anything you2

wanted to ask Mr. Smith?3

MR. SMITH:  Not at this point.  Just so4

you know, your audio was breaking up a little bit.  I5

don't know if it's just me or if other folks were6

hearing that, but I'm hoping it's just me actually.7

JUDGE GIBSON:  Are you referring to --8

(Simultaneous speaking.)9

JUDGE GIBSON:  BOLLWERK:  Mr. Smith. 10

Right.11

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Good.  12

MR. SMITH:  If anyone had trouble, I'd be13

happy to repeat what I said.  So I apologize for that. 14

I'll try and move a little closer.15

JUDGE GIBSON:  I think most importantly16

the court reporter -- you just might want to be sure17

and scrutinize the transcript when you get it from the18

court reporter in case there's anything.  I think we19

got 95 percent of what you said, Mr. Smith.  20

MR. SMITH:  Thank you.21

JUDGE GIBSON:  All right.  Judge Arnold,22

did you have anything you wanted to ask Mr. Smith?23

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No, no questions.24

JUDGE GIBSON:  Very well.  If that's the25
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case, then I believe we can turn it over to the tribe1

and the Consolidated Intervenors with respect to items2

4A and 4B.  3

I don't know if you all have a particular4

sequence in which you all want to go.  If not, I'll5

just let Mr. Reid start.  But if you all wanted to go6

in a different direction, that's fine as well.  7

MR. REID:  I'm happy to start, Your Honor. 8

Can you hear me all right?9

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.10

MR. REID:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.11

A couple of things:  Because we don't have12

the opportunity to ask questions as they might arise13

in the comments of these other parties, I do have a14

question in regards to the future of the site.  It's15

my understanding that the production stopped according16

to the statement of Mr. Smith in February of 2018,17

which is now almost three years, and that they've been18

engaged in restoration during that time, that they're19

going to go in for another license renewal in 2024,20

which would be -- add another couple of years to that21

and that the new license will be extensive.  And he22

also made the comment that they're keeping their23

options open for future production.  So I'm confused.24

My understanding is that production was25
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done at this site.  And I believe there was testimony1

at the evidentiary hearing to that effect and that2

they've engaged in restoration for some time.  I do3

think it's a fair question to ask as to how long they4

expect activity to continue to occur at this site, how5

long restoration is expected to occur.  I can't6

imagine that it would take 20 years to do restoration. 7

So I think leaving that question open8

impacts these proceedings and how we might proceed9

with determining the interests of the parties.  So10

that's one question I have.  And this is specifically11

as to the renewal site, not to Marsland or North12

Trend, or the other one.  So that's a question I had13

on that.14

Also I had a question in regards to --15

generally in regards to this discussion, and there's16

been a lot of references to TCPs.  I understand that17

that's the traditional way that we approach these18

cultural surveys and so forth, but generally that's19

under the National Historic Preservation Act.  20

It's my understanding that this proceeding21

and the supplements are being driven by the hard look22

requirement of the National Environmental Policy Act,23

which is more extensive than the Historic Preservation24

Act, Section 109 survey, such that as I understand the25
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ruling of this Board and that -- which was affirmed on1

appeal is that we're actually trying to survey in2

addition the intent or interests of the Native people3

here, the Lakota at issue.  And the intangible issues4

are the cultural and the spiritual interests of the5

Lakota people through this area. 6

And I believe there was testimony at the7

hearing as well that the only parties that have really8

standing and competence to make that determination are9

the Lakota people themselves, and that would be done10

by the -- through the -- both experts for the staff11

and Crow Butte, as well as the witnesses from the12

tribe.  Mr. Catches Enemy and Mr. Yellow Thunder13

testified to that as well as Dr. Redmond.14

So I think that what I'd like to suggest15

is that maybe we take a little bit different approach16

from that that we've had in the past and that we maybe17

take a different approach than what's been followed in18

Powertech and realize that we're not focusing in on19

the traditional Section 109 Historic Preservation Act20

survey where we were looking for -- necessarily for21

physical artifacts, but that we're also considering22

the true cultural and spiritual interests of the area,23

which I believe was the focus of the ruling of this24

body under the National Historic Preservation Act. 25
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That should be done by the Lakota spiritual advisor,1

by the tribe itself.2

So in essence I think rather than trying3

to -- and the NRC staff actually I believe agreed. 4

And their expert; I forgot his name, but the person5

who testified for the NRC staff, said that he wasn't6

competent to make that determination and that it7

should be done by the tribe.  I don't think there was8

any dispute as to that.9

So this really needs -- so you're putting10

the NRC staff in the same position it was in before to11

make a determination that it's not qualified to do. 12

And obviously Crow Butte cannot do that either.  It's13

something that needs to be -- where the tribe itself14

and the spiritual advisors to the tribe and the15

cultural advisors to the tribe need to be deeply16

involved in.17

So in essence I would suggest that rather18

than running into a situation where we have more19

litigation and more conflict and more issues involved20

in terms of having the NRC staff and Crow Butte take 21

-- in good faith make attempts to resolve this issue22

by designing a cultural resource survey that includes23

the intangible interests of the Lakota people, let it24

be -- let the tribe itself be engaged in designing25
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that.  In other words, the tribe in essence would act1

as the lead agency working with the NRC staff in Crow2

Butte mining units.3

And in that sense you don't -- you get4

around this issue about the tribe always having to5

respond to situations where it's put in a situation6

where -- it would be like the NRC staff -- or it would7

be like let's say a Muslim group trying to determine8

the spiritual and cultural interests of Jerusalem and9

Bethlehem to the Christian -- to Christian people. 10

It's just not something that can be done.  It needs to11

be directed by the tribe.12

So I would like to make the suggestion13

that we sit down with the staff and we sit down, and14

involve Crow Butte to the extent that we can -- that15

we -- but mostly the staff -- that we'd sit down with16

the staff and have it -- and this can be done -- I17

like perhaps the suggestion of a settlement judge.  It18

can be done in -- not in terms of a mediation kind of19

situation.  What the tribe had actually proposed is20

how they would design a cultural and spiritual21

resources survey to be done that's more extensive,22

that meets the hard look requirement of NEPA.  23

And what I envision on that is that it24

would have some of the spiritual leaders; and there25
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are identified spiritual advisors with the Oglala1

Sioux Tribe, that work with the Tribal Historic2

Preservation Office, that they make a visit to the3

state, an initial visit to the site; it doesn't have4

to be very long, not very far from the Reservation to5

this site, that they make an initial visit to the site6

and then come back and sit down and design what their7

needs are in terms of being able to determine the8

cultural and spiritual resources of the area as well9

as any additional effort that needs to be done in10

terms of identifying artifacts.  11

And that they then make a proposal to the12

NRC staff and share that with Crow Butte and that they13

engage in negotiations and discussions as to whether14

or not it can be done and how much it would cost.  And15

what I see is that the spiritual leaders will then --16

spiritual advisors, will go out, look at the site,17

make a determination, number one, whether or not it18

needs to be done, in other words, whether or not there19

are intangible spiritual and cultural interests out20

there that have not already been destroyed by the21

project, right, or that currently exist.  That needs 22

-- that determination needs to be done.23

And then if so, what needs to be dome from24

the tribe's point of view to assess those resources25
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and then protect it?  And that can be done in1

subsequent visits.  It certainly cannot be done during2

the winter, I don't think, under the current3

conditions of COVID as well, but certainly the initial4

visit can be made during the wintertime.  5

But then in terms of designing what else6

is necessary, the other visits -- and it may involve 7

-- we had -- during the hearing we had evidence8

provided and a discussion on; and I also think that9

the NRC expert, staff expert also agreed with this, it10

may require an extended stay by some of the spiritual11

leaders, spiritual advisors on site to determine that12

at a time of the year and time of day -- it may13

involve the Lakota people or Star people, it may14

involve certain requirements that they have in order15

to make decision.  And that needs to be designed by16

them.  17

And so they can design a proposal, submit18

it to the staff, and then we can have a discussion. 19

And it may or may not -- without any understanding as20

to how much it may cost.  It may actually not cost. 21

And so I'm thinking that that's really what's22

required.23

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.  Thank you, Mr.24

Reid.  It seems to me that you are essentially --25
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we've essentially talked about three things:  The1

first is I think that the -- the expert you were2

mentioning was Dr. Nickens, I believe, who testified.3

MR. REID:  Yes, that's correct.  Yes.4

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.  So anyway, I believe5

that was the person for purposes of our record.  6

The second thing is you've raised some7

questions about whether or not what Crow Butte is8

envisioning in terms of licensing and production makes9

any sense, and we'll let Mr. Smith address that in a10

second.11

But the third thing that you raised, I12

think, has to do with the scope and sort of the13

protocols that the staff would follow in carrying out14

their duties and their involvement in the -- the15

involvement of the tribe in that.  And I can only say16

that Ms. Simon indicated earlier that they were going17

to reach out to the staff as well as to the licensee18

and to try to come up with some ideas.  You've raised19

a number of useful ones, I'm sure, for her.  And I'm20

sure the staff will be responding to that.  21

I don't know if they want to respond to it22

now, but I'm only saying she indicated that they would23

be doing that.  So rather than prejudge that I think24

she can take the suggestions you made as something25
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that the staff might proceed on.1

Before we go to anyone else though, Mr.2

Smith, I wanted to give you a chance, if you wanted3

to, to address the sort of question about whether or4

not what you said made any sense.5

MR. SMITH:  Sure.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  So I'll let you say that.7

MR. SMITH:  Sure.  Thank you, Your Honor. 8

This is Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.  9

I mean, first of all as an initial matter10

obviously production and restoration status is not11

really relevant to cultural resources issues other12

than to the extent of the proposed activities under13

our license application.14

But more broadly there's still ore to be15

mined at the site.  We have a number of permitted mine16

units.  Restoration is ongoing.  It will take several17

years.  As you may recall there are certain approvals18

that are necessary to deem a mine unit restored. 19

There has to be some time and some stability, et20

cetera.  So all those things have to be taken into21

account.  It will take many years regardless of22

whether we ever resume production to complete23

restoration at the site.  24

So for at least our purposes we are almost25
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-- it's almost a foregone conclusion that we will be1

applying for license renewal if for no other reason2

than to continue performing restoration work.3

JUDGE GIBSON:  Very well.  Thank you, Mr.4

Smith.5

Ms. Simon, I don't want to -- you don't6

have to respond to Mr. Reid's suggestions, but I7

didn't want to let the moment pass without you having8

a chance to do so.  I didn't mean to speak out of turn9

in saying that you were going to be coordinating with10

the staff and that you'd be interested in hearing what11

he said, but please feel free to speak up if you want.12

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Judge Gibson.  I13

just would like to acknowledge Mr. Reid's comments. 14

And, yes, the staff would like to follow up.15

I would like to ask if he could either --16

now, if he can, or if not now he can check and get17

back to us to clarify and confirm who the appropriate18

point of contact would be with the tribe.  The staff19

usually contacts the tribal historic preservation20

officer, but if there's anyone else or any other21

person who would be the appropriate point of contact22

to start such discussions or any other discussions,23

for that matter, I'd like to ask if he could clarify24

and confirm that for us.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Mr. Reid, can you identify1

the individuals for Ms. Simon?2

MR. REID:  Yes, and I just wanted to make3

a quick record on that.  The tribe had tribal4

elections at the same time as the national elections5

on November 4th.  They have a new president.  They6

have new council members.  And they have elected a new7

-- what they call a fifth member, and the fifth member8

is the person that will be in charge of the cultural9

resource issues for the tribe.  10

And in addition to that they have a new11

natural resources director and a new tribal historic12

preservation officer, a THPO.  And his name is Harold13

Salway.  Harold is a tribal historian and is very well14

versed in this issue, much more versed I think that15

some of the prior historic preservation officers.  But16

he's performing a dual role as the director of the17

Natural Resources Department and the current THPO, and18

he's the one I'm in touch with.  19

Part of the problem we've had with past20

THPOs is that there's been communications with the NRC21

staff with them that have not gone by council.  And so22

they've made representations to the NRC staff that23

were not cleared by either the tribal council or their24

legal counsel.  And so we need to be careful in terms25
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of that because what will happen is you have an1

historic preservation officer that's referring to a2

Section 109 survey, but that won't satisfy the3

requirements of NEPA.4

And so going ahead particularly in this5

situation I do think we need to involve counsel and I6

do think that we need to involve a higher level of7

tribal participation.  Mr. Salway and I have discussed8

this.  We currently have not been able -- because of9

having new officers coming in for the tribe we have10

not been able to clear this with them.  COVID -- South11

Dakota is now the third highest ranking of infection12

in the world right now, and COVID is particularly a13

problem on Native Reservations and Native territory,14

including Pine Ridge.  And so we've got some delay15

that's going to be caused by these officers getting16

in, by Mr. Salway getting his feet on the ground and17

by COVID.  18

So I would hope, Ms. Simon, that you would19

be in touch with me at the same time that you are in20

contact with the people from the tribe who will be21

dealing with this issue, and I will help try to work22

through any issues and avoid any problems that may23

occur in the future in terms of the position of the24

tribe and what we can do.  We do have some issues with25
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some of the prior statements that have been made by1

the tribal THPO to the NRC on the Crow Butte issue and2

we need to make sure that we're consistent on that,3

that the tribal council knows what's going on, and4

that can only be done I think if I am (telephonic5

interference).  6

So that's -- it would be Harold Salway. 7

He's -- what I can do is I'll go ahead and email you8

his contact information after these proceedings. 9

Thank you.10

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Mr. Reid.11

MR. REID:  We also -- by the way, we also12

have to replace our expert.  Dr. Redmond has passed13

and we'll be looking for a new expert.14

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you very much, Mr.15

Reid and Ms. Simon.16

Okay.  I believe that takes care of the17

tribe.  Now, Mr. Frankel and Mr. Ballanco, I don't18

know if you all -- well, hold on a minute.  Judge19

Bollwerk wants to speak.  I'm terribly sorry.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  That's not a problem.  I21

don't want to jump in unexpectedly.  22

Just two things:  Mr. Smith, my23

understanding is besides the decommissioning that the24

current Crow Butte facility has a processing plant on25
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it.  Is that correct?1

(No audible response.)2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Did we lose him?3

MR. SMITH:  No.  Yes, Your Honor.  This is4

Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.5

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.6

MR. SMITH:  That is correct.  The main7

processing facility is at the main Crow Butte site8

that is the subject of this license renewal.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And if the Marsland or10

North Trend or Three Crow facilities were to begin11

producing uranium, the material, that would be where12

that would be processed, is that correct?13

MR. SMITH:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is14

Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.  Yes, Your Honor.15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So in theory as long as16

those facilities are potentially viable production17

facilities for the production of uranium the main18

facility then would have to be available to process19

that uranium?20

MR. SMITH:  That's generally correct, Your21

Honor, yes.22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you.23

Can I also make one -- or ask Mr. Reid one24

question?25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Of course.  Of course,1

Judge Bollwerk.2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I know that the tribe has3

a real -- my impression anyway, a real preference for4

face-to-face meetings.  And I understand the reason5

for that, but obviously in these times that can be6

somewhat challenging.  There's been -- I know there's7

concerns about information technology being available8

and things like that.  Is there going to be some9

flexibility on the part of the tribe to be able to10

deal with the staff perhaps remotely until we're a11

little ways along in this in terms of the possibility12

of getting together with safe travel and those sorts13

of things?14

MR. REID:  Well, we have the advantage now15

of these -- experience now with Zoom conferences, so16

I think we can probably take advantage of that while17

we need to and then at some point maybe have the face-18

to-face.  Again I do think having a mediator involved19

in some of this might be helpful.  So the suggestion20

of a settlement judge or a mediator, if we need it --21

we can see how far we could get and then perhaps we22

may -- what I'm trying to do, my main focus is trying23

to avoid the -- perpetuating this kind of -- these24

disputes and litigation over this and trying to reach25
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resolution things.  If we can't, we can't, but I -- my1

interest here is to do our -- make our best effort to2

resolve these issues.  3

And I do think Zoom conferences are better4

in a lot of ways than perhaps a phone call or5

something like that with the members of the tribe. 6

The tribe works collectively and so there's not going7

to be any one person in the tribe that will make this8

decision.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you,10

sir.  I appreciate it.11

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Reid.12

Thank you, Judge Bollwerk.13

Judge Arnold, did you have anything --14

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No.15

JUDGE GIBSON:  -- you wanted to ask? 16

Okay.  Thank you.17

All right.  Mr. Frankel and Mr. Ballanco,18

I don't know which of you were going to raise any of19

the issues under 4A or 4B insofar as Mr. Reid hasn't20

already covered them.  Please go forward.  Thank you.21

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom22

Ballanco for Consolidated Intervenors.23

As is usual on these contentions the24

Consolidated Intervenors do follow the tribe's lead in25
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these issues.  To the extent Consolidated Intervenors1

can assist the tribe and/or the NRC staff in achieving2

these goals we're happy to.  As we're also involved in3

the Dewey-Burdock litigation and some of the other4

cases in the surrounding area, we do think the Dewey-5

Burdock model is good methodology to at least be6

cognizant of.  7

I understand, as Mr. Smith pointed out,8

that we have some unique presentation here because9

most of the ground-disturbing activity has taken10

place, however, I think tracking what is occurring at11

Dewey-Burdock is viable not just to the case, but to12

the agency approach to cultural resources in this13

region particularly, especially when considering the14

Oglala Sioux Tribe.  15

As we know, there are a number of Lakota16

tribes, there are a number of other tribes that have17

crossed through this region.  Based on the sheer18

proximity and the direct historical ties to the region19

I think it's important that the Oglala Sioux Tribe do20

kind of lead these efforts and be the primary contact21

in these efforts because if nothing else they are the22

closest reservation to this area.  So to the extent23

it's easy at all getting somebody out there is easier.24

In another recognition of how long we've25
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been at this, the advent of drone technology that1

Judge Bollwerk mentioned is exciting to us and I hope2

the staff may be able to incorporate that into another3

proposal, the opportunity to do grid work at4

relatively low cost with probably better observation5

out there.  Now there is no substitute for persons6

with spiritual connection actually walking the7

property, but when we're talking about cataloging,8

observation, I think a drone is perfectly suited to9

that kind of activity and it's not invasive.  So I10

would encourage the staff to do that.  11

I do think, as the Consolidated12

Intervenors have always thought, that the involvement13

of a settlement judge would be beneficial.  We remain14

open to support that effort to the extent we can.  15

And also as we were discussing in16

preparation for this conversation we would invite the17

staff to follow even this Board's lead.  When last we18

spoke with Intervenor Joe American Horse, he mentioned19

when the Board came and visited him on the property20

and were in his tipi.  And this was years ago now. 21

And this is still something -- I didn't solicit that. 22

He brought that up.  So I hope the staff takes notice23

of that, that that is kind of the way to respectfully24

approach these issues.  25
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And I know it has been a frustrating1

endeavor, but I think we can move forward and find an2

approach that does satisfy these very diverse needs3

here.  And again the Consolidated Intervenors are4

available to support, but we would defer to the tribe. 5

We're encouraged that Harold Salway is in the position6

he's in now.  He's a former tribal president.  I think7

he understands the workings of the tribe.  He's very8

conversant on these issues and I think that will be a9

big advantage moving forward, and I think the staff10

will notice that right away.11

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Ballanco.  12

Judge Bollwerk, did you have anything you13

wanted to ask Mr. Ballanco?14

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I'm good.  Thank you.15

JUDGE GIBSON:  Judge Arnold?16

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No.17

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Very well.18

Well, I think that we're -- I think we may19

all be -- we all seem to be wanting to row in the same20

direction here.  I think that's a good sign.  Whether21

we end up in some -- whether you all end up before a22

settlement judge or whether you all end up resolving23

this and we don't even have to be involved, that's24

great.  25
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I have to say when we were -- Mr. Ballanco1

was talking earlier about us going to the Joe American2

Horse's tent, I remember Judge Rosenthal and Judge3

Cole were both with us.  They have also both passed4

since this proceeding began.  I guess, Mr. Frankel,5

Mr. Ballanco and Mr. Smith and I are probably the only6

ones that were involved with this originally.  So it's7

very nice to remember them as well and to remember8

that event with Joe American Horse.9

I think that one of the things that we10

need to do before we close is we need to establish11

when we're going to have another one of these12

conferences.  We've got the holidays ahead of us13

obviously, but it does seem that there is quite a bit14

interest on the part of the staff in soliciting input15

from both the licensee and from the intervenors and16

from the tribe.  17

And so it seems to me that maybe, Ms.18

Simon, you would be the best person to give us a19

proposed date.  And we don't have to set it in stone,20

but perhaps all of you guys can agree on a date and21

then we can set that as our next conference.22

Ms. Simon?23

MS. SIMON:  Yes, Judge Gibson.  I think24

earlier I had suggested perhaps mid-January.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Right.1

MS. SIMON:  And so if you would like to2

keep that as a placeholder.  And you'll get a status3

report from us obviously at the beginning of December.4

JUDGE GIBSON:  Right.5

MS. SIMON:  Most likely I imagine honestly6

the December one won't have a whole lot new because we7

have Thanksgiving next week, but hopefully the January8

one will show some more.  And then after we send that9

one in, maybe we can either schedule something for10

mid-January or if necessary come up with a different11

date.12

JUDGE GIBSON:  All right.  Very well.13

Well, what I would suggest is you can take14

the lead in getting everybody on board with an15

acceptable date.  I would ask that you be in contact16

with Mr. Curry, our clerk, and he will find a date17

that would be acceptable to the judges as well.  And18

we'll plan on doing something in mid to late January19

if that would be acceptable.20

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  That sounds good. 21

Thank you.22

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Very well.23

Now I would be remiss if I did not also24

mention that Mr. Welkie, Andrew Welkie was -- has been25
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doing all of this video work to get us all operating1

in sync.  And I want to recognize him as well as Sara2

Culler, who is our administrative assistant and has3

been working on this as well.  4

So let me ask, Judge Bollwerk, is there5

anything else we need to cover?6

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Nothing I know that we7

need to cover, but I just wanted to make a brief8

statement that --9

JUDGE GIBSON:  Please.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- having seen what11

happened in Powertech, I know full well how difficult12

this is for all the parties.  This is not an easy13

thing.  Far from it.  It's very difficult.  But I'm14

heartened by the fact that it seems like folks are15

willing to sort of think a little bit outside the box16

here, maybe look at this in different ways than what's17

happened in the past.  And I absolutely believe that's18

important.  19

I mentioned in the Powertech case at one20

point, like Einstein's definition of insanity: trying21

to do the same thing over and over and expecting a22

different result, probably not going to get you23

anywhere.  And I see, I think through that there is24

some hope that you're looking for a different result25
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here and that doing it in a different way we'll reach1

the result.  And so I hope you will continue to pursue2

that.3

We're here to help you if we can.  Please4

let us know.  And other than that we're going to kind5

of do what our role is, which is to watch the6

adjudication and to hopefully aid you to the extent7

that that's possible.  Thank you.8

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you, Judge Bollwerk.9

Judge Arnold, did you have anything --10

remarks you wanted to add?11

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Nothing to say.12

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Very well.13

All right.  Well, if there's nothing else14

that you all have, speak now or forever hold your15

peace.  We will be back together in mid to late16

January.  17

(No audible response.)18

JUDGE GIBSON:  Hearing nothing, we will19

then recess until the new year, and I hope you all20

have wonderful holidays and you all stay safe.  Thank21

you much.22

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went23

off the record at 4:40 p.m.)24

25
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